
Specifications

Frame - 6061 Aluminum, Silver Anodized and 
Nylon Composite

Battery - 36V, 6.6 AH, 240 watt-hour, Lithium-
Ion 4 lb. (1.8Kg) highest quality cells

Charger - 2.1A, Automatic, input 100-240V, 
charge time 4 hours or less

Arm Rests - Pre-attached and can be easily 
removed if needed for ease of transport 

Motor - DC 36V, 250W, 7A

Weight Capacity - 300 lb. maximum capacity

Max. Climbing Angle - 10 Degrees

Steering/Braking System - Two Lever Controls

Front Wheels - 6 Inch Non-Marking Solid

Rear Wheels - 9 Inch Non-Marking Air Filled 
(40PSI / 2.8BAR / 275kPa)

Turning Radius - 24 Inches

Speed Range:
Low – (Indoor) 0-1 MPH
Med – (Outdoor/Walking Pace) 0-3 MPH
High – (Uneven Terrain) 0-6 MPH

Available in Black Green       Blue

Height 35 in.
Height at arm rails 25 in. 
Length 31 in.
Width 25 in.

Height 10 in.
Length 36 in.
Width 25 in.

Height: 20 in.
(Floor to top seat)
Depth: 15 in.
Width: 16.5 in.

Dimensions

Seat

Folding Size

Battery provides about 8 miles of operating range on a single charge.



                                                                                     

 

  
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Meet the future of personal 
transportation. Turns on a dime. Folds & 
unfolds in seconds. Fits in your vehicles 
trunk or back seat. Seats you at tables & 
desks like a normal chair. Fun to drive, too!  

It’s not a Wheelchair… 
It’s not a Power Chair… 

 

 

The Zinger is all about convenience so taking it along 
couldn’t be easier. It folds to 10″ in less than a second and 
only weighs 42 pounds with the battery! And it’s airline safe 
with its 240W Hour Lithium Battery.  

The Zinger is capable of climbing up to a 10° 
incline. As a general reference, ADA 
compliant wheelchair ramps are 5º or less. 

Driving Zinger is easy! Push both levers down to go, pull both 
levers up to stop, and use alternate lever actions to turn. A 
trigger grip adjusts the speed within a Low, Medium, or 
High range. Low is perfect for around the house, and makes 
learning easy and safe. Medium allows up to 3 mph, great for 
keeping pace with a friend on foot. In High, the Zinger will 
do up to 6 mph to get you there quickly! 

Navigate into small spaces with a 50% smaller turning radius 
than mobility scooters. Zinger has 24’’ turning radius.  

Sturdy & 
Lightweight 
Frame 

Swivel –Away 
Footrest 

Note: The Zinger is not intended for use by disabled or handicapped individuals. 
Requires use of both hands/arms and is not intended for manual use.  

Folds down to 
just 10” flat! 

Operates on up to a 10° grade  

9” Non -
Marking 
Tires 

6” Non -Marking 
Tires 

50” 

24” 
 

Meet the future of personal transportation. Turns 
on a dime. Folds & unfolds in seconds. Fits in your 
vehicles trunk or back seat. Seats you at tables & 
desks like a normal chair. Fun to drive, too!

Meet the future of personal
transportation. Turns on a dime. Folds & 
unfolds in seconds. Fits in your vehicles
trunk or back seat. Seats you at tables &
desks like a normal chair. Fun to drive, too!

It’s not a Wheelchair…
It’s not a Power Chair…
It’s Better…It’s a Zinger

The Zinger is all about convenience so taking it along 
couldn’t be easier. It folds to 10″ in less than a second and
only weighs 42 pounds with the battery! And it’s airline safe 
with its 240W Hour Lithium Battery.

The Zinger is capable of climbing up to a 10°
incline. As a general reference, ADA 
compliant wheelchair ramps are 5º or less.

Driving Zinger is easy! Push both levers down to go, pull both
levers up to stop, and use alternate lever actions to turn. A
trigger grip adjusts the speed within a Low, Medium, or
High range. Low is perfect for around the house, and makes 
learning easy and safe. Medium allows up to 3 mph, great for 
keeping pace with a friend on foot. In High, the Zinger will
do up to 6 mph to get you there quickly!

Navigate into small spaces with a 50% smaller turning radius
than mobility scooters. Zinger has 24’’ turning radius.

Sturdy & 
Lightweight
Frame

Swivel –Away 
Footrest 

Note: The Zinger is not intended for use by disabled or handicapped individuals.
Requires use of both hands/arms and is not intended for manual use. 

Folds down to 
just 10” flat!

Operates on up to a 10° grade 

Space for Dealer info

9” Non -
Marking
Tires 

6” Non -Marking
Tires 

50”

24”

Folds down to just 
10” flat!

It’s not a Wheelchair…
It’s not a Power Chair…

 It’s a     Zinger!

The Zinger is capable of climbing 
up to a 10° incline. As a general 

reference, ADA compliant 
wheelchair ramps are 5º or less.

Operates on up to a 10ᵒ grade

Note: The Zinger is not intended for use by disabled or handicapped  individuals. 
Requires use of both hands/arms and is not intended for manual use.

The Zinger is all about convenience so taking it along couldn’t 
be easier. It folds to 10” in less than a second and only weighs 
47 pound s with the battery! And it’s airline safe with its 240W 
Hour Lithium Battery.
Driving Zinger is easy! Push both levers down to go, pull both 
levers up  to stop, and use alternate lever actions to turn. A 
trigger grip adjusts the speed within a Low, Medium, or High
range. Low is perfect for around the house, and makes learning 
easy and safe. Medium allows up to 3 mph, great for keeping 
pace with a friend on foot. In High, the Zinger will do up to  6 
mph to get you there quickly!
Navigate  into small spaces with a 50% smaller turning radius 
than mobility scooters. Zinger has 24’’ turning radius.

One-touch Folding

Comfortable 
Seating

Swivel Away 
Footrest

Available in
Black & Green

6” Non-Marking Tires

9” Non-Marking 
Tires

Powerful 
Battery/Motor

Easy-Steer 
Throttle

Sturdy & 
Lightweight 
Frame

10”




